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Champion Tanak aims to
repeat Finland triumph
JYVASKYLA: The World Rally Championship comes out of its seven-
week aestivation with Ott Tanak looking to build on his lead in the drivers’
championship at the Rally of Finland which starts yesterday.  “I’m really
looking forward to getting the second part of the season started on Rally
Finland,” the 31-year-old Estonian told his team website. Tanak, who won
here last year, finished only fifth after a mechanical problem in the last
race in Sardinia in mid-June. It was still enough for Tanak — part of for-
mer world champion Tommi Makinen’s Toyota Gazoo team — to nip four
points above six-time defending world champion Sebastien Ogier. The
Belgian Thierry Neuville is a further three points back in what looks like
a three-horse race for the title. “It’s a rally that I enjoy a lot with the fast
and smooth roads and it was an incredible feeling to win last year,” said
Tanak whose title challenge has been built on victories in Sweden, Chile
and Portugal. “Of course, we will try to achieve the same result this year
but it looks as though it will be more difficult, as we will be running first
on the road on the Friday.” Tanak has resisted the temptation to spend
his down time on the beach. Two weeks ago he raced in, and won, his
home rally in Estonia — not part of WRC. “It was great to win the rally
again,” said Tanak. “But it was also a really good test for Rally Finland. I
believe that we learned a lot so I’m feeling well-prepared.” —AFP

WASHINGTON: Three-time Grand Slam champion Andy Murray
moved closer to a singles comeback six months after hip surgery,
joining brother Jamie for a doubles victory Wednesday at the ATP
Washington Open. The Murrays, partnered for the first time since
the 2016 Rio Olympics, downed Frenchmen Nicolas Mahut and
Edouard Roger-Vasselin 6-4, 6-7 (7/9), 10-5 to reach the last eight
at the US Open tune-up event.

“The level of tennis I thought was really good,” Andy Murray
said. “It felt like there were some good points and quick reactions
out there.” Andy Murray is practicing singles and playing doubles
as the former world number one, now ranked 222, continues his
fightback from right hip surgery in January. The 32-year-old
Scotsman feared he could be forced into retirement before the op-
eration. He returned to the court in June but only in doubles while
he rehabilitates.

“I have no pain,” Murray said. “It’s not restricting me in any of
the shots that I’m hitting. I’m still maybe a little bit slow. I’m hoping
that’s something that comes back with time.” Murray departed
Washington in tears from pain and frustration last year after a rain-
delayed 3:00 am singles victory that led him to withdraw. “I’m in a
much better place than I was last year. Physically, I just feel so much
better,” Murray said. “I didn’t know how much more I was going to
be playing after here last year. To come back and be competing and
be pain-free is brilliant.”

The British duo trailed 5-2 in the decisive super-tiebreaker but
steamrolled back by taking the last eight points, with Jamie Murray’s
service winner securing the victory. It was Andy who began the rally
with a backhand winner and added backhand volley and drop volley
winners on the two penultimate points. Murray declared Monday
his hip has responded better than expected and he was “quite close”
to a singles comeback, perhaps as soon as Cincinnati in two weeks.

That would be only two weeks ahead of the US Open, with Mur-
ray also saying if he didn’t play Cincinnati he would likely wait until
after the US Open, cautious of pushing his luck untested in best-
of-five-set matches. Murray, who won Grand Slam titles at the 2012
US Open and in 2013 and 2016 at Wimbledon, most recently played
singles at the Australian Open in January, losing a first-round five-
setter to Spaniard Roberto Bautista Agut.

The Murrays, who helped Britain win the 2015 Davis Cup, broke
the French duo in the final game to claim the first set, then outlasted
them to the finish after one hour and 51 minutes. They will play for
a semi-final spot against third seeds Michael Venus of New Zealand
and Raven Klaasen of South Africa.

Top seed Tsitsipas wins 
Greek top seed Stefanos Tsitsipas, the 20-year-old who ousted

Roger Federer on the way to the Australian Open semi-finals, ad-
vanced to the third round in singles by defeating US wildcard
Tommy Paul 6-3, 7-5. US fifth seed John Isner advanced to the
third round by eliminating Poland’s Hubert Hurkacz 6-4, 6-4. Isner,
seeking his 16th career ATP crown, was a Washington runner-up
in 2007, 2013 and 2015.

“It was a good start. I’m happy with the win,” said Isner, who faces
French 10th seed Benoit Paire next. Canadian eighth seed Milos
Raonic, the 2014 Washington winner, ripped US qualifier Tim Smy-
czek 6-1, 6-4. He next meets German lucky loser Peter Gojowczyk,
who dispatched Australian Alex de Minaur 6-3, 7-6 (8/6). In the ac-
companying WTA event, US third seed Sofia Kenin, who upset Ser-
ena Williams at the French Open, lost to compatriot Lauren Davis
5-7, 6-3, 6-4. —AFP 

Andy Murray reunites with 
brother Jamie for doubles win

WASHINGTON: Andy Murray (L) and his brother Jamie Murray of Great Britain celebrate a point during their doubles match against Nicolas Mahut and
Edouard Roger-Vasselin of France during Day 3 of the Citi Open at Rock Creek Tennis Center. —AFP

Verstappen looms 
large in Hamilton’s 
rear view mirror
BUDAPEST: After two stunning wins in three races, the force in Formula
One is with Max Verstappen who will this weekend bid for another vic-
tory at the Hungarian Grand Prix. The 21-year-old Red Bull driver, whose
father Jos reached the podium in Hungary in 1994, is hoping to sign off
before the mid-season break with another flourish.   

Verstappen’s powerful performance in winning last weekend’s tumul-
tuous rain-hit German Grand Prix lifted him within 63 points of the de-
fending five-time champion Lewis Hamilton with 10 of this year’s 21 races
to go. The Dutchman is a distant third in the driver standings, behind the
Mercedes pair of Hamilton and Valtteri Bottas. Yet the Silver Arrows’
self-described “Armageddon” on home soil at Hockenheim, has inspired
Verstappen’s team to dream of greater glory. The Dutchman played down
his potential in the championship on Sunday night but Red Bull sporting
director Helmut Marko thinks Verstappen might snatch the title from
Hamilton. “I would not rule it out,” he said.    

Hockenheim horror 
Hockenheim marked Hamilton’s worst outing since joining Mercedes

and with questions being raised about the Briton’s durability and ex-
hausting ‘jet-set’ lifestyle, Verstappen is emerging as the man to beat.

Hamilton was ill throughout the weekend and did well to step into his car
but was clearly shaken by his error-strewn race.   

He finished outside the top 10 but was awarded two points when Alfa
Romeo’s two cars were penalized, moving him up to ninth.  It was scant
consolation for Mercedes on a day when Bottas crashed and the team,
distracted perhaps by their own ‘retro’ celebrations of 125 years in mo-
torsport, made some poor decisions on strategy and pit stops. “We know
that they weren’t good enough, and that’s why we ended up with such a
bad result,” said Mercedes engineering director Andrew Shovlin.    

Mercedes were unbeaten in the opening eight races. Yet they could
start to feel the pressure if they have another bad weekend, if Verstappen
can turn the screw or if the Ferraris, with a more extensive upgrades
package, can continue the resurgence they signaled in Germany.  Ferraris’
own rising star, Charles Leclerc, started well in qualifying before being
undone by the persistent Ferrari mechanical problems that forced him to
start 10th. His team-mate Sebastian Vettel started in 20th. 

The young Monegasque crashed out in the rain but four-time cham-
pion Vettel delighted his home support by picking his way through the
field to finish second ahead of Daniil Kvyat’s Toro Rosso.    Hamilton won
last year’s race in Hungary from pole and, if he is recovered from his ill-
ness, should start again as favorite. But neither he nor Mercedes are in-
vincible, especially if Verstappen continues to drive so fearlessly. “I like
the Hungaroring,” said the Dutchman.

“It’s one of my favorite tracks and I’m looking forward to going there.
It’s technical and you have to hit the apexes to position yourself well for
each corner. “It feels a bit like you’re driving a big car on a small track,
as it’s so narrow, but that doesn’t make it any less fun. “The whole team
looks forward to this race. It’s one of the warmest and it’s a good track
for us. We’ll give it everything before the summer break.” —AFP 


